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Abstract.    Let  kn,  be positive integers and  kttt ,,, 10 …  be non-zero integers.   We denote by 

)(nWk  the class  of groups G  in which, for every subset X of G  of cardinality 1+n , there exist 

a subset XX ⊆0 , with ,1||2 0 +≤≤ nX , and a function 0},,2,1,0{: Xkf →… , with 

)1()0( ff ≠  such that  1],,,[ 10
10 =kt

k
tt xxx …  where )(: ifxi = ,  ki ,,1,0 …= .  The class  

)(* nWk  is defined exactly as )(nWk , with  additional conditions  “ Hx j ∈  whenever Hx jt
j ∈ , 

where GHx jt
j ≤≠ ”.  

Let G  be a finitely generated residually finite group.  Here we prove that  
 
 (1) If )(nWG k∈ , then  G  has a normal  nilpotent subgroup N  with finite   index such 

that the nilpotency class of tNN /  is  bounded by a function of  k , where tN  is the 
torsion subgroup of N .   

 (2) If  )(* nWG k∈  be  d  generated, then  G   has a normal  nilpotent subgroup N  whose 

index and the nilpotency class are  bounded  by a function of ktttnk ,,,,, 10 … .  

 
 
1.   Introduction and results     
 
In response to a question of Paul Erdös, B.H. Neumann proved [16] that a group is 
center-by-finite if and only if every infinite subset contains a commuting pair of distinct 
elements.  Other problems of  this type have been the object of several articles, for 
example [1] − [13], [16],  [20] − [23].   
 Our  notation and terminology are standard and can be found in [17].  In particular 
for a group G  and elements Gxxxyx k ∈,,,,, 21  we write  
 

],],,,[[],,[     ,],[ 1111
1

121
1

2
1

121
2

kkk
x xxxxxxxxxxxxx −

−−− === ……  
].],,[[],[   ,],[ 10 yyxyxxyx kk −==  
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A group is said to be a k-Engel group (respectively, Engel group) if for all Gyx ∈, , 
1],[ =yx k   (respectively, there exists a positive integer t  depending on x  and y   such 

that  1],[ =yx t ).  The class of k-Engel (respectively, Engel) groups will be denoted by  

kε  (respectively, ε ).  
 Let  k   be a positive integer, n  be a positive integer or infinity (denoted by ∞ ).           
We denote by )(nkε  (respectively, )(nε )  the class of all groups G  such that  for every  
subset X of cardinality  1+n , there exist distinct elements Xyx ∈,  such that  

1],[ =yx k   (respectively, 1],[ =yx t   for some positive integer  t   depending on yx, ). 
Longobardi and Maj [12] (see also [8]) proved that a finitely generated soluble group G  
has the property )(∞ε  if and only if G  is finite-by-nilpotent.  Abdollahi [2], showed that 
finite )2(ε -groups (respectively, )15(ε -groups) are nilpotent (respectively, soluble) and 
that a finitely generated residually finite )(nkε -group, kn,  are positive integers, is 
finite-by-nilpotent.  In [21] the class of all groups G  in which for every subset X of  
cardinality  1+n , there exist a positive integer k  and distinct elements Xyx ∈,  and 

non-zero integers kttt ,,, 10 …  such that 1],,,[ 10
10 =kt

k
tt xxx … , where },{ yxxi ∈ , 

10 xx ≠ , is denoted by )(nΩ .  The author in [21] proved that a finitely generated soluble 
group G  has the property )(∞Ω  if and only if  G  is nilpotent-by-finite.  
 Now, in order to generalize the classes of groups mentioned above, we define a new 
class of groups as follows.  Let n  be a positive integer or infinity.  We denote by  )(nW   
the class  of groups G  such that, for every subset  X of G  of cardinality 1+n , there 
exists a subset XX ⊆0 , with 1||2 0 +≤≤ nX , such that the following condition 
holds.  
 There exist a positive integer k  and a function 0},,2,1,0{: Xkf →…  and            

non-zero integers kttt ,,, 10 …   such that  1],,,[ 10
10 =kt

k
tt xxx …    where  )(: ifxi = ,  

ki ,,1,0 …=  and  10 xx ≠ . 
 If k  is fixed for every subset X  then we obtain the class  )(nWk .  Clearly  the 
classes  )(nW  and  )(nWk  are subgroup and quotient closed.  Since all torsion groups are 

belong to  )(nW  we define another class  of groups:  the class )(* nW  is defined exactly 

as  )(nW  with additional conditions  “ Hx j ∈  whenever Hx jt
j ∈ , for some subgroup 

jt
jxH ≠  of G ”.  It is clear that the class  )(* nW  is subgroup and quotient closed.            

In fact  we impose the above  condition to ensure that the class )(* nW  be quotient 

closed. To see this let K  be a normal subgroup of a )(* nW -group  G , and  let  

},,,{ 10 KgKgKgX n…=  be a subset of  KG /  of size 1+n .  Since  )(* nWG ∈ ,  
there exists  a positive integer k , and non-zero integers  kttt ,,, 10 … , such that  
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1],,,[ 10
10 =kt

k
tt xxx … , where },,,{ 10 ki gggx …∈ , 10 xx ≠ , and if Hx jt

j ∈ ,              

where  GHx jt
j ≤≠ , then  Hx j ∈ .  Now KKxKxKx kt

k
tt =])(,,)(,)[( 10

10 … , 

KxKx 10 ≠  and if KGKHKx jt
j //)( ≤∈ , where jt

j KxKH )(/ ≠ , then we   

have  Hx jt
j ∈  and GHx jt

j ≤≠ .  So Hx j ∈  and KHKx j /∈ .  Therefore  

)(/ * nWKG ∈ .   

 Similarly we can define )(* nWk .  The classes )(nW , )(* nW  are considered in [22].         

In that paper the author proved that a finite group with the property )2(*W  (respectively 

)4(*W ) is nilpotent  (respectively soluble), and that a finitely generated soluble group G  

has the property )(* ∞W  if and only if  G   is  finite-by-nilpotent.   
 Now we define another classes of groups, which we want to consider in this paper, 
namely the classes )(nWk  and  )(* nWk : if k  and  kttt ,,, 10 … , in the definition of  

)(nW  (respectively )(* nW ) are the same for every subset  0X , one obtains the class 

)(nWk   (respectively  )(* nWk ).   Note that we just fix  k  and kttt ,,, 10 … , so that the 
bar notation causes  no confusion here.  
     If the subset 0X  in the definition of )(nWk  (respectively, )(* nWk ) has always 2 
elements, say },{0 yxX = , and the function f  is always of the form xf =)0(  and 

yif =)(  and 110 ==== kttt one  obtains the class )(nkε .  Note that   
 

.)1()()()()( * +⊆⊆⊆⊆ nWnWnWnWn kkkkkε  
 
 Throughout the paper we assume that kn,  are fixed positive integers and 

kttt ,,, 10 …  are non-zero fixed positive integers.  In this paper we consider residually 
finite groups.  Our first result  is about )(nWk -groups and sharpens  [21, Theorem 3]:   
 
Theorem A.    Let G  be a finitely generated residually finite )(nWk -group.  Then G  
has a normal  nilpotent subgroup N  with finite index such that the nilpotency class of 

tNN /  is bounded by a function of k , where tN  is the torsion subgroup of N .   
 
If we consider the stronger condition )(* nWk  we are able to prove the stronger result:  
 
Theorem B. Let G  be a  d  generated residually finite  )(* nWk -group.  Then G  has a 
normal  nilpotent subgroup N  whose index and the nilpotency class are  bounded  by a 
function of  ktttnk ,,,,, 10 … .  
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2.   Proof of Theorem A 
 
To consider finitely generated residually finite group in )(nWk  we can use a result of 
Wilson [24], which states that if G  is finitely generated residually finite group and N  is 
positive integer such that G  has no section isomorphic to the twisted wreath product  

B  twrCA , with B  is finite and cyclic, A  an elementary Abelian group acted on 
faithfully and irreducibly by C , and NCB >|:| , then G  is virtually a soluble 
minimax group.  For the definition of the twisted wreath products we refer readers to 
Neumann [15].  Now as in the proof of the Lemma 5 in [21],  we can see that  
 
Lemma   2.1. Let A  be a non-trivial Abelian group, bB =  a finite cyclic group of 
order n , C  a subgroup of B  with NCB =|:| , and suppose that C  acts on A .  Let  

B  twrCAW =  be the twisted wreath product of A  by B  with respect to the action of C  
on A .  If )(nWG k∈ ,  then  ktttnN ++++≤ 10 .  
 
 Lemma 2.1 and the result of Wilson reduces the residually finite case to the soluble 
case.  For finitely generated soluble groups we may argue exactly  as in the proof of           
[21, Theorem 3], and prove the following. 
 
Proposition  2.2. Let  )(nWG k∈ , be a finitely generated  soluble group.  Then G  is 
nilpotent-by-finite.  
 
 Now we prove that nilpotency class of torsion free nilpotent )(* nWk -groups is               
k -bounded.  The following lemma is proved in [22], but we include it for completeness.  
 
Lemma  2.3.  Let )(nWG k∈ , be torsion free nilpotent.  Then the nilpotency class of 
G  is bounded by a function of k .   
   
Proof.  Let G  be nilpotent of class c .  Then )(]2/[ GcΓ  is Abelian, where ]2/[c  
equals 2/)2( +c  if c  is even and 2/)1( +c   if  c   is odd ( )(1 Gs+Γ  is the sth term of 

lower central series of G ).  Let )(|{ ]2/[ GxGxA c
m Γ∈∈= , for some non-zero 

integer }m  denote the isolator of )(]2/[ GcΓ .  Then A  is Abelian, since G  is torsion 

free.  Now let Aa ∈  and Gg ∈ .  Considering the elements …,,, 32 agagag  we find  
positive integers kiii ,,, 10 … ,  10 ii ≠ , such that  
 

].,,,)(,)[(])(,,)(,)[(1 211001100 kkk tttititititi gggagagagaga …… ==  
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 Now, since G  is metabelian, ],,[],,[ uvavua = , for all Ga ′∈  and Gvu ∈, .               
It follows that in the above equation we may replace jt  by || jt , for 2≥j .  Now 

suppose that  00 <t .  Then since A  is Abelian normal, we have  
 

.])(,)[(                                

])(,)([                                

])(,)[(])(,)[(

0
0011

)100(00
0011

00
11001100 )(

t

gtgtgit

ti

gtiti

agtiti

gatitititi

gaga

gaga

gagagaga

−

++−−+−−

=

=

= −−

 

 
Therefore, since the identity  ],,,,[],,,,[ 312

1
321 kk xxxxxxxx …… =−  holds in a 

metabelian group, we have  
 

.11                                                   

],,,)(,)([                                                   

],,,)(,)[(],,,)(,)[(

0

0
21100

0
2001121100

==

=

=

−

−

−

−

−

t

t
k

t
kk

g

gtttiti

gtttititttiti

gggaga

gggagagggaga

…

……

 

 
Thus we may replace  0t  by  || 0t .  Similarly we may replace  1t  by || 1t .  Hence  we 
may assume that  01 >t , for all ki ,,1,0 …= .  We treat  A  as a gZ -module and 

show that  0)1( =− NgA , where N  is a function of  k .  If Ag ∈ , then 0)1( =−gA  
and we are done.  So suppose that  Ag ∉ .  Now, since  
 

,1,,,, 2
111

10
100

00 )()( =⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ ++++++ −−

k
tttt ttgggitgggit ggagag …  

 
we have 0)(1 =gaf , where  
 

( ))1)(()1)(()( 100011 1
0

1
11 −++++−+++= −− tttttt xxxxixxxxixf  

         ).1()1( 2 ktt xx −−  
 
Put )1()1)(1)(1()()()1(:)( 210

011
ktttt xxxxxiixfxxf −−−−+=−= . Then  

0)( =gaf   and  ∑
=

=
t

i

m
i

ixcxf
1

)( , where 0≠ic ,  Nt ≤ , and N  is a function of k .  

Let QZ⊗= AA1 .  We consider g  as an operator on 1A , and obtain that 0)( =gaf . 

Since gA ,1  is also nilpotent of class at most c , cg )1( −  annihilates a , as )(gf  does.  

Now if ex )1( −  divides )(xf ,  then 0)1()1()1( )1( ===′= −efff .  Thus    
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Note that ttt cmmcmmf )1()1()1(0 111 −++−=′=  implies that   

02
1

2
1 =++ tt cmcm , since 011 =++ ttcmcm , and so on.  If Ne ≥ , then te ≥  

and since the  matrix   
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⎥
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is invertible, the only solution of the system is  0=ic , for all ti ,,1,0 …= .  This means 

that 0)( =xf , a contradiction.  Therefore  Ne < .  Thus 0)1( =− Nga , for all  
Aa ∈   and  Gg ∈ .  In multiplicative notation of the group G , we have  

 
.1],,,[ =…

N

ggA  

       
Since G  is torsion free,  a result of Zel’manov (see [25 p.166]) implies that, A  lies in 

)()( GZ Nμ , the )(Nμ th center of G , where )(Nμ  is a function of N  and independent 
of the number of generators of G .  Thus the nilpotency class of G  is at most  

)(]2/[ Nc μ+  and hence )(2 Nc μ≤ .   
 
Proof of the Theorem A. By Lemma 2.1 G  has no section isomorphic to 

B  twrCAW = , where A  elementary Abelian, B  finite cyclic, C   a subgroup of B  in 
which acts faithfully irreducibly on A , such that ktttnCB ++++> 10|:| .  
Thus by a result of Wilson [24],  G  is virtually  a soluble minimax group.  Hence there 
exist a normal subgroup H  of G  with finite index, such that H  in a soluble minimax 
group.  By Proposition 2.2 H  nilpotent-by-finite and so is G .  Thus there exists a 
normal nilpotent subgroup N  of G  such that  NG /  is finite.  Now the nilpotency class 
of tNN /  is bounded by a function of k , by Lemma 2.3, so the result follows.   
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3. Proof of Theorem B  
 
To prove Theorem B we follow the arguments given in [19] and obtain the corresponding  
results.  
 
Lemma   3.1.   The variety 

ktttknV ,,,,, 10 …  generated by all )(nWk -groups is not the 
variety of all groups.  
 
Proof.   Let  nxxx ,,, 10 …   be letters.  Let   rwww ,,, 21 …  be the list of all commutators 

of weight  1+k  of the form 1],,,[ 10
10 =kt

k
tt yyy …   where  },,,{ 10 ni xxxy …∈ ,  and 

10 yy ≠ .  Let ],,,[ 21 rwwww …= , then w  is a non-trivial word.  It is clear that if  
)(nWG k∈  then G  satisfies the law 1=w .  So the Lemma is proved.   

 
 Now as in the proof of  [19, Lemma 2.2] we have  
 
Lemma   3.2. For all positive integers kn,  and non-zero integers kttt ,,, 10 …              
there exists a positive integer ),,,,,,( 10 ktttnkns …  such that if S  is a finite simple 

)(* nWk -group, then ),,,,,(|| 10 ktttknsS …≤ .  
 
     Therefore as in the proof of [19, Proposition 2.4], where we use Lemma 2.1 and 
Lemma 3.2  instead of Lemma 2.3  and Lemma 2.2 of [19], respectively, we have  
 
Proposition  3.3.  For all positive integers kn,  and non zero integers kttt ,,, 10 …          
there exists a positive integer ),,,,,,( 10 ktttnknh …  such that if G  is any  finite   

)(* nWk -group, then G  has a soluble characteristic subgroup H  such that )/exp( HG  
divides ),,,,,,( 10 ktttnknh … . 
 
 According to the Proposition 3.3 we must consider finite soluble )(* nWk -group.             
But firstly we prove the following Lemma, which is similar to the [18, Lemma 3.3] and 
stated in the proof of [19, Lemma 3.1].   
 
Lemma  3.4.  Let ][xf pF∈  be polynomial of degree d , and let dnnn ,,, 10 …              
be 1+d  distinct positive integers. Let I  be the ideal generated by 

)(,),(),( 10 dnnn xfxfxf …  in ][xpF .  Then Ix rm ∈− )1(  for some positive integer 
mr, . 
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Proof.   Let M be any maximal ideal of ][xpF , and consider the field MxF p /][F= . 

By the definition of I  and M  we have 0)( =inxf , di ,,1,0 …= , where u  denotes 
the image of ][xu pF∈   in F .  But f cannot have more than )deg( fd =  distinct roots 

in F .  Hence ji nn xx =  for some ji nn < , which implies 1=cx , where ij nnc −= . 

Thus Mxc ∈− 1 .  Now I , the radical of I , is the intersection of finitely many 
maximal ideal, sMMM ,,, 21 …  say, and we have obtained positive integers ic , 

si ,,2,1 …= , such that  i
c Mx i ∈− 1 .  If  ∏

=
=

s

i
icm

1
, we get  IMx

s

i
i

m =∈−
=
∩

1
1 . 

Therefore there exists positive integer r  such that Ix rm ∈− )1( , as required.  
 
      Observe that if Aaaaba k ∈,,,,, 10 … , where A  is Abelian normal subgroup of a 
group G  and Gxvu ∈,, , and stti jj ,,,  are positive integers, then  
 

],,,,[                                                      

],,,)(,)[(])(,,)(,)[(

2
11

1
00

0

21
1

0
0

1
1

0
0

)(
1

)(
0

1010

k
titi

k
ii

k
kiii

ttxxxtxxxt

tttxtxtx
k

txtx

xxaxax

xxxaxaxaxaxa

…

……
++++=

=
 

and  

.],[ )1()1( −+−=
st xvxuvsut abxax  

 
We use these facts in the following Lemma. 
 
Lemma   3.5.  Let AgG ∝= , be the splitting extension of an Abelian normal 

subgroup A  by  a cyclic subgroup g .  If )(nWG k∈  then, 1],[ =m
r gA , for some 

positive integers mr,  depending only on ktttn ,,,, 10 … .  
 
Proof.   Fix Aa ∈  and first suppose that kttt ,,, 10 …  are positive. Consider                      

the elements gagaga
nggg 12

,,,
+

… . Then, since )(* nWG k∈ , there exist 
1,,,1 10 +≤≤ niii k… , such that  

 
].,,,,[])(,,)(,)[(1 2

11
1

00
01

1
0

0 )()( k
titi

k
kiii ttgggtgggttgtgtg ggagagxagaga …… ++++==  

 
Now, since G  is metabelian, ],,[],,[ uvavua = , for all Ga ′∈  and Gvu ∈, .                      
It follows that in the above equation we may replace jt  by || jt , for 2≥j .                       

Let )( 00 ggg ti
ab ++=  and )( 11 ggg ti

ac ++= , and 0, 10 >tt . Then  
11 00

0
0

0 ))(()( −−− == bggaga ttgtg ii
  and so  
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.],[                                

],[                                

],)[(])(,)[(

0
01

10
10

101100

)(

1

t

t

gtt

bgtt

tttiti

bgcg

cgbg

cgbggaga

−

−

=

=

=
−

−−

 

 
Therefore 0

210 ],,,,)[(1 1 t
k gtttt ggcgbg

−−= … , and since in a metabelian group we have  
 

],,,,,[],,,,[ 312
1

321 kk gggggggg …… =−  
 
we obtain that 1],,,,[ 210 =ktttt ggcgbg … .  Thus we have shown that we may replace  

0t  by || 0t .  Similarly we may replace 1t  by || 1t .   Therefore if we put  
 

( ) )1()1()()()( ||||1||||1|||| 2111000 kttttitti xxxxxxxxxxxf −−+++−+++= −−  
 

we have, in additive notation, that 0)( =⋅ gfa .  Note that since 1,1 10 +≤≤ nii ,   
 

∑
=

++=≤
k

i
itttndf

2
10 |||}|,|max{|)1()deg(  . 

 
Denote the polynomial f  just constructed by  ][1 xf pF∈ .  By applying the same 

argument for  mg  instead of g  we obtain a similar polynomial ][)( xxf pm F∈  with the 

property that 0)( =⋅ m
m gfa . Observe that there are not more than 2)1( +n   

possibilities for the polynomial mf , since kttt ,,, 10 …  are fixed and 10 , ii  may vary in 

}1,,2,1{ +n… .  Letting m  range between 1 and 2)1(1: ++= nN , we conclude               
that some polynomial f  is obtained, more than d  times in this way, namely 

121 +
====

dmmm ffff , where Nmi ≤ , are distinct positive integers, and  

0)( =⋅ imxfa , 1,,2,1 += di … .  

 Let ][xI pF⊆  be the ideal generated by above polynomial )( imxf .  Applying 

Lemma 3.4 we conclude that some polynomial of the form rmx )1( −  lies in I . 
Moreover since given ktttn ,,,, 10 … , there are boundedly many possibilities for f  and 
the integers 121 ,,, +dmmm … , the parameters mr,  are bounded in terms of 

ktttn ,,,, 10 … , say ),,,,( 10 ktttnrr …≤ , ),,,,( 10 ktttnmm …≤ .  This implies that  

Ix rm ∈− )1( , where )!,,,,(: 10 ktttnrr …= ,  )!,,,,(: 10 ktttnmm …= .  
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 Since I  is generated by polynomials which act trivially on a ,  rmg )1( −  acts 
trivially on a .  However the choice of mr,  is independent of a .  Hence in )(AEnd  we 

have  0)1( =− rmg , and in multiplicative notation,  we have  1],[ =m
r ga , for all 

Aa ∈ .    
 
Corollary   3.6. Let gAG ,= , where A  is an elementary Abelian normal                

p -subgroup of G , p  a prime.  If )(* nWG k∈ , then 1],[ =m
r gA , for some positive 

integers mr,  depending only on ktttn ,,,, 10 … .  
  
Proof. Obviously )/( ><∩ gAG  is the splitting extension of )/( ><∩ gAA  by 

)/( ><∩>< gAg .  Thus, by Lemma 3.5, there exist positive integers ms,     

depending only on ktttkn ,,,,, 10 … , such that ><∩∈ gAgA m
s ],[ . So 

],[],,[1 1
m

s
mm

s gAggA +== .  
 
 If we use Corollary 3.6 and follow the proof of the [19, Corollary 3.3] we obtain that  
 
Corollary 3.7. Let G  be finite soluble  )(* nWG k∈ -group, then there exists a positive 

integer ),,,,,( 10 ktttknee …=  such that eG  is nilpotent.  
 
 Using the above results and arguing exactly  as the [19, sections 4, 5] we obtain that 
 
Theorem 3.8.   There exist functions gf ,  such that every finite group  )(* nWG k∈   
possesses a nilpotent normal subgroup N  satisfying  
 
(1)  )/exp( NG   divides ),,,,,( 10 ktttknf … , and  
(2)  every d-generator subgroup of N  has class at most ),,,,,( 10 ktttkng … . 
 
Now the proof of Theorem B follows from argument given in [19, page 52].  
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